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If you’re a mom in today’s day and age, you’ve no doubt heard about The Wonder
Weeks. This book, written by a husband-and-wife team, outlines the 10 “wonder

weeks”, or regression stages, that all babies go through
in the �rst 20 months of life. The book outlines when and
why each “wonder week” happens; it also offers parents
insights into how to help their babies navigate each
wonder week, and turn it into a leap forward for baby.

The book is quite interesting, and we’ve heard from
many parents that this is in their list of top, must-have
baby books (you can see comments from real moms over

on the Wonder Weeks Facebook page). Of course, as people who eat, sleep, and
breathe baby sleep, we’ve always been most interested in how each of these
wonder weeks stages impact a baby’s naps and nighttime sleep.

And we thought it was about time that we shared what we’ve learned about the
wonder weeks and sleep with you!

Wonder Weeks Chart: How The Wonder WeeksWonder Weeks Chart
Affect Baby and Toddler Sleep

Week Name Description Impact on Sleep

5
Weeks

Changing
Sensations

Your newborn is
“waking up”, becoming
more alert, and noticing
the world around her.
This is understandably
overwhelming for

This is when “the witching hour”
usually starts – that period of
fussiness from about about 5 – 10
or 11 p.m. Be available to cuddle
baby often (wearing baby is a great
idea at this time); you may also need
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newborns! to feed more frequently in the
evening. Baby may also go through
a growth spurt at this time. Finally,
keep in mind that this wonder week
overlaps a bit with the 6 week peak
of fussiness.

8-9
Weeks

Patterns Baby is beginning to
recognize and create
simple patterns in his
world; he’ll practice
moving his hands in the
same way over and over,
or make the same
grunting sound again
and again.

All this curiosity and alertness can
make it hard for baby to settle and
fall sleep, so be sure to make your
nursery sleep-friendly – it should
be dim and quiet. This is also a great
time to begin working on simple
sleep time routines – start doing
the same patterns of events at nap
time and bedtime.

12
Weeks

Smooth
Transitions

Baby’s movements
become smoother and
more coordinated; baby
also begins to recognize
changes in her world,
and the patterns of
these changes (i.e. every
time the dryer buzzer
goes off, mom leaves the
room).

Baby is getting squirmier at this
age, and becoming more active –
and that can mean changes to your
sleep routine. Your baby may start
breaking free of the swaddle. Some
parents �nd that baby’s newfound
ability to roll interferes with sleep –
baby can roll from back to tummy,
but not the other way around.
Other parents notice that their
babies settle into a semi-regular
sleeping and feeding schedule at
this age.

15-19
Weeks

Events Baby is learning to
recognize cause and
effect, and to predict
outcomes (i.e. ‘If I drop
this toy, it will fall to the
ground, and dad will
come and pick it up’).

Welcome to the 4 month sleep
regression! If baby’s sleep was
predictable up to this point, it may
all fall apart now. Continue to work
on building consistent sleep
routines; this will help baby learn
that certain events mean sleep is
coming. You may also want to work
on identifying any sleep
associations baby may have; that
will help with sleep training. There’s
also another growth spurt that
happens around 4 months.

23-26
Weeks

Relationships Baby begins to perceive
distance at this point –
the world becomes a
much bigger place for
her! This may be one
reason why many
babies begin
rolling/crawling at this
time.

Separation anxiety may become a
problem at nap time and bedtime,
since baby now understands that
when you leave, you’re far away.
This is also a great time to sleep
train your baby – work on weaning
your baby away from her sleep
associations, and on helping her
learn to fall asleep independently.
Finally, there’s yet another growth
spurt that happens around 6
months, for most babies.

33-37
Weeks

Categories Baby is learning that
various things can be
grouped together – for
example, his blocks may
all look different, but he
recognizes that they are
all blocks. Baby also
makes big strides in
mobility, learning to
crawl well, to pull up to
standing, and possibly
to take assisted steps.

This Wonder Week coincides with
the 8/9/10 month sleep regression.
Baby’s sleep may be seriously
disrupted, thanks to all his new-
found mobility. But baby may also
begin to experiment with cause and
effect at sleep times – ‘If I cry, what
will mom do?’ Your baby will quickly
pick up on any patterns, so make
sure not to create any new sleep
associations at this stage. Finally, if
baby is still waking to feed at night
at this age, we usually recommend
an attempt at night-weaning. (Oh,
and P.S. – there is (you guessed!)
another growth spurt to watch out
for, around 9 months.)

42-46
Weeks

Sequences Baby begins recognizing
the steps involved in
simple tasks, like getting
dressed, or making
lunch. Baby can also
apply this to his own
tasks – socks have to go
on before shoes.

Routines are so key at this stage;
most babies love knowing what
comes next, so work to continue
strengthening your sleep routines.
You may �nd that your baby goes
through the brief 12 month sleep
regression around this time, and
tries to give up her morning nap; we
advise that you stick to two naps
for now, as most babies this age
can’t manage with just one nap.

52-55 Programs Your toddler builds on Welcome to toddlerhood, parents!
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Weeks his understanding of
sequences, and starts to
learn that there is more
than one way (or one
“sequence”) to
accomplish the same
task. This is also when
most toddlers start
showing strong
preferences (i.e. pink
socks are great, but
green socks are bad).

At this stage, separation anxiety
often comes back with a vengeance.
You may also start to see some nap
time and bedtime resistance at this
point, as your toddler is learning to
assert his independence and
preferences.

61-64
Weeks

Principles This stage is related to
the cause-and-effect
breakthrough we saw in
the 15-19 week stage,
only now, your toddler
is learning how to use
cause-and-effect to
achieve her goals. She is
also learning that her
actions have certain
consequences

It’s time to talk about the D-word,
parents – discipline. Your toddler is
learning fast how you respond to
her actions, so be sure that you are
sending the right messages with
your responses. This is the time to
start establishing boundaries and
setting limits for your toddler
surrounding sleep, and enforcing
them. We often tell parents that at
this age, sleep problems are rarely
sleep problems – they are discipline
problems.

72-76
Weeks

Systems Your toddler is capable
of understanding larger
systems now – for
instance, she knows
that the procedures and
expectations at daycare
are different than those
at home. Your toddler
can also change her
behavior and actions to
suit different situations,
which explains why your
toddler may be sweet
and helpful for the
babysitter, but grumpy
and whiny for you
(which is not at all
uncommon, by the
way!).

If it hasn’t already, your toddler’s
‘toddler attitude’ may show itself
full-force around this time.
Continue to enforce your sleep
time boundaries and limits. By 17 or
18 months, tantrums are common.
Toddler tantrums at bedtime and
nap time are especially frustrating –
it’s key that you stand �rm during
these tantrums. Also, watch for the
18 month sleep regression that
happens at about this time; it tends
to be one of the toughest.

(Chart created by The Baby Sleep Site . All views regarding how the Wonder Weeks
impact baby and toddler sleep are ours, and are not taken from The Wonder Weeks book.
For full information on each Wonder Week, reference the book itself.)

Whew – that’s a lot of information to take in, isn’t it? If you’re struggling to make
sense of all this, remember that you don’t have to make sense of it alone. Scroll
down and check out ourbaby parenting sleep blog diy resources below, and let us
guide you down the path to better baby and toddler sleep!

  
If you are looking for a more customized solution for your unique
situation, and want plenty support along the way, please consider
one-on-one baby and toddler sleep consultations. Your
consultation package will provide you with the chance to interact
one-on-one with a trained sleep consultant, who will create a
Personalized Sleep Plan™ for your family and then work to help

you implement it at home. 
 

Can’t decide which product or service is right for you? Visit our Getting Started
Page for help.

 

Want FREE sleep help that you can put to use right
away? Download a copy of our free guide, 5 Ways To Help
Your Child Sleep Through The Night! The guide is available
to download instantly, which means you can start using
the techniques in it as early as tonight. So download now,
and learn why your baby is waking at night – and what you
can do about it. 
  

  

®
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A better night’s sleep could be just a few clicks away. So don’t wait – download now,
and start your journey to better sleep tonight! 
 

Has your baby gone through the Wonder Weeks
stage? How has it affected your baby’s sleep? Scroll
down to share your story and to hear from other
parents just like you!

Need Baby and Toddler Sleep Help? We Have the
Resources You Need!

  For those persistent nighttime struggles, check out The 3 Step
System to Help Your Baby Sleep. Using a unique approach and
practical tools for success, this e-book helps you and your baby
sleep through the night! Your book also comes with a variety of
supplemental materials designed to help you coach your baby to
better sleep. There is even an option to receive an Express Sleep

Plan™ with your book package. 
  

Looking for budget-friendly custom sleep help? Enjoy
customized sleep help that works without breaking the bank!
Our Express Sleep Plan™ is customized to �t your child's
unique sleep needs and to work with your parenting style and
goals, and it's also priced to work for even the tightest budgets.
It's also available instantly - just complete a brief questionnaire,

submit your answers, and your Express Sleep Plan™ is ready to download in
moments! Grab your Express Sleep Plan today!  
  

Or, join our Members Area packed with exclusive content and
resources: e-Books, assessments, detailed case studies, expert
advice, peer support, and more. It actually costs less to join than
buying products separately! As a member, you'll also enjoy a
weekly chat with an expert sleep consultant. And the best part -
members receive 20% off all sleep consultation services! 

  
Can't decide which product or service is right for you? Visit our Getting Started
Page for help.
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Comments

Rachel says

I’m a big fan of the site and had just been thinking about the ‘wonder
weeks’ when I saw a link to this article. 
Our ten month old son has been a pretty terrible little sleeper since 4
months. Then just about the ten month mark he started doing 6.30-7
at night and we really thought that we’d cracked it. Now a week later
we are back to being up every hour or two and I am having to wrestle
him into naps and back feeling so frustrated. He has been able to stand
and cruise since 6 months and can walk now, so this is not really a case
of him being excited by new found mobility. Indeed, in the past health
visitors have commented bout what an early developer he is (and an
incredibly active boy). Although just over 10 months old, the 52-55
week description seems to �t him better- is this possible?

lisa says

Rachel, from the Amazon reviews of wonder weeks your timing may
vary. Your little guys could be hitting the steps early.

Emily DeJeu says

@ Rachel- certainly possible! Some babies focus on certain
developmental skills sooner than others – that means that some
babies will appear to hit milestones earlier, while others will show off
those particular skills later.

Let me ask if you’ve done any sleep coaching with your son before?
Does your son know how to put himself to sleep independently? If
sleep has been a pretty constant struggle, this may have less to do with
mobility and leaps forward than it does with sleep associations…

Thanks, Rachel! 
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Kerry_ann Westney says

This Will Help Me Alot,I Am A New MoM And I Really Appreciate
What This Site Has To Offer. Looking Forward To Read This Info.

Emily DeJeu says

@ Kerry Ann Westney — thanks for commenting! Glad you found the
article helpful. 

Julia says

How do you help baby through these sleep regressions?

In short, my little girl is turning 1 next week. She has always had sleep
issues, however, what we thought were simply sleep issues/needed to
be sleep trained in the early months we now know are reactions to
multiple food allergies and intolerances. Her biggest reaction is acid
re�ux and night wakings. We held off sleep training until we had “cry
con�dence” – and we’re still waiting! We actually have pretty good
con�dence now, but if she reacts to a new food all bets are off. Her
allergies have become our biggest issue, so sleep has been on survival
mode until we make progress there. The problem is that she’s such a
bad sleeper that anything can disrupt sleep – like the mental leaps. I
think she’s going through the 12 month leap now; waking constantly
not in pain, and/or simply staring at me for 1-2 hours as she can’t sleep.
How do I get through this?

Emily DeJeu says

@ Julia – oh, this sounds tough! My �rst tip would be to get her food
allergies and re�ux well under control. See your healthcare provider
about steps you can take to get those taken care of. We usually don’t
recommend sleep training until all chronic health problems are being
treated. Once that’s done, a great step would be to download our free
toddler sleep guide (found here:
http://www.babysleepsite.com/toddler-sleep-training-secrets-free-
ebook/) for tips on how to get started with sleep training. Hope this
helps, Julia; best of luck to you! 

Julia says

@Emily, thanks – we have a team of professionals we’re working with,
it’s just a long, slow road. Until we can formally sleep train, do you have
any recommendations on how to handle her non-pain related
wakings? Just keep attending to her?

http://sleeptips@babysleepsite.com/
http://www.babysleepsite.com/toddler-sleep-training-secrets-free-ebook/
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Emily DeJeu says

@ Julia – ah, I see. In this case, you could, for now, simply check in on
her every time she wakes and offer reassurance. If she fusses often, I’d
suggest simply doing whatever you need to do to make thing work.
Given how stressful the medical problems sound, it might be best just
to do what you need to do to survive for now.

If things begin to improve with treatment, or if your daughter seems to
show signs of being ready for sleep coaching, then you can move
towards using the strategies in that free toddler guide.

Hope this helps, Julia! Best of luck to you 

Jaime says

Hi, it seems like my daughter who is about 12.5 months old is going
through the 12 month sleep regression. How do I help her (and myself)
get through that? She has been resisting all naps (usually 2 a day) for
the past 2 weeks, not just the morning nap. For the �rst week, we went
through our normal nap routine and as soon as I put her in the crib, she
would cry. Before this, she would just roll over and fall asleep or take a
few minutes and then eventually drift off. The only way that I’ve been
able to get her to nap is either in the carseat or the stroller. I don’t
want to cultivate this habit after trying so hard to make her an
independent sleeper, but I’m not sure howelse to get her to nap. She
used to have about 3.5 hours worth of naps and these days, sometimes
we’re lucky to get 30 min in the day! Needless to say, I feel like we no
longer have a solid routine due to this “disturbance”. Please HELP!!

Emily DeJeu says

@ Jamie – Oh, this is tough! So sorry you’re dealing with this, Jamie. I
think in this case, you might be better off using an earlier bedtime, but
still putting your daughter down for her usual naps, as you always do.
She may fuss, and it’s �ne to offer comfort, but doing this will help to
preserve her naptimes, and the early bedtime will ensure that she’s
not getting too overly tired. You could try this for a week-10 days and
then reevaluate.

Hope this helps, Jaime – let us know how it goes! Best of luck to you. 

Jaime says

@Emily, thank you so much for the taking the time out to answer my
question. We have been trying to put her down early for bedtime, but
about how much earlier should we aim for? Also, We just started her in
partime daycare last week (she will go 3 full days a week) and they only
offer 1 nap during the day after lunch – should I try and get my
daughter on that same schedule so that there’s no confusion for her
from switching back and forth? If so, can you please tell me a good
approximate schedule for how her day should be? I’ve been through
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this website and the schedules section quiet a bit, but still not sure
how much of a nap I should let her have and still make sure to keep her
bedtime and those sleep hours in tact? Thanks in advance!

Jaime says

Sorry – 1 more question I forgot to ask: Over the last couple of days,
my daughter has also been waking up earlier than normal. On
Saturday, she woke up at 6 and today (Monday) at 5:30. She will not
fall asleep even when we let her fuss/cry it out. Once we enter her
room to even try and soothe her, she’s awake. So on days like these –
how should I alter her nap? And how can I ensure that this doesn’t
become the norm? She is sick right now, so I’m hoping that the early
rising is just a phase and not permanent! PLEASE PLEASE HELP! She
used to be on a very predictable schedule until she turned 1, then I’m
not sure what all went wrong!

Emily DeJeu says

@ Jaime – sure thing! In this case, given that you’re on a daycare
schedule for part of the week, then it might be advisable to move to a
one-nap-a-day schedule. While we technically like to wait until 15-18
months to transition from 2 naps to 1, daycare can complicate that. It’s
usually easier for parents just to go with the daycare schedule and
change bedtime to accommodate the nap transition. I’d start w/ the
daycare’s nap schedule, and then try to duplicate that at home. You
could use our sample 18 month schedules + our custom schedule
maker set at 18 months to get approximate timing 

Best of luck to you, Jaime!

Emily DeJeu says

@ Jaime – I’d de�nitely chalk the early rising up to illness, if it’s not the
norm. Illness can make sleep CRAZY. I’d say offer comfort, for sure,
but don’t spend a week creating a new sleep habit (i.e. don’t bring her
into your bed early and let her sleep with you until her usual wake-up
time, unless you want to do that long-term).

Have you thought about trying a sleep consultation, by chance?
Sounds like you are dealing with a variety of issues here; it may help to
have a consultant work w/ you to sort it out. You can see our
personalized consulting options here:
https://www.babysleepsite.com/baby-toddler-sleep-consulting-
services/

Hope this helps!

Jaime says

Thanks Emily! I have thought about sleep consultations, but

https://www.babysleepsite.com/baby-toddler-sleep-consulting-services/
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unfortunately, right now, funds are a bit tight. As I mentioned, she was
on a pretty good schedule until she turned 1 and then that’s when the
troubles started. I’m hoping that she just settles back down and
adjusts to the 1 nap a day routine quickly and begins to wake at
around 7 or so in the morning instead of much earlier than that! We
have been trying to put her to bed about 30 min earlier than what we
used to, so hopefully that helps???

Emily DeJeu says

@ Jaime – I hope it does! And you’re right in thinking that since this
cropped up suddenly, it may just as well fade quickly as well.

Good luck to you, Jaime!
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